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Abstract. Transgenders are part of a sexual minority group whose orientation differs from the majority of Indonesian society. They are considered to have abnormalities and violate nature, which is inappropriate in Indonesian culture. Yet, based on Ius Constitutum, transgenders have freedom in determining their life. They also have legal protection which are Article 1 (paragraph 3) of 1999 Law no.39 and Article (28) of the 1945 Constitution. However, this human right has limitations related to morals, religion, security and public order. This research aims to perceive transgender from Ius Constitutum, medical and Indonesian culture perspectives, along with its negative and positive impacts. As the result, negative impact experienced by transgender people. Those are isolation from society, activities limitation (namely hanging out, going to the toilet, having religion and socializing), potentially carrying diseases such as HIV-AIDS, and limiting mobility of others who feel uncomfortable about their existence.
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1 Introduction

In society, the environment we choose will influence our behavior later. In terms of personality, people develop through values, rules and norms that apply in the local community. Each community group has a variety of norms, rules and values that are used as role models and represent the development of cultural and religious values in society. When individuals dwell in a community group, they are required to adjust to the values, rules and norms that are already applied in that environment [1].

Society no longer sees transgender, as a new phenomenon. The transgender phenomenon has spread widely, and whether we realize it or not, it has contaminated the community. However, Indonesian still consider transgender behavior to be deviant and violate the norm due to eastern customs and lifestyle [2]. Some countries have started to legalize and recognize the existence of transgender people, such as Germany, India and others. Indonesia has the motto “Bhineka Tunggal Ika” means unity in diversity. Unfortunately these slogans cannot represent the existence of
lesbians, gays, bisexuals and transgenders or LGBT. This motto indeed aimed at differences in race and ethnicity, not deviant behaviors [3].

At the beginning, transgenders are born with male or female sexuality but then later experience discomfort with their body. They will think the gender is a mistake and claim themselves as different gender. Behaviour change to different gender roles will also occur. Thus, in other word transgender is a contrast feeling with their genitals [4]. Another literature mentioned transgender as a male body that claim their souls as a female and encourage same-sex attraction. Generally, deviant sexual behavior such as homosexual cannot only bee seen from physical or behavioural point of views. Thus, when a homosexual male claim themselves has a gentle personality like a woman, that person are indeed a transgender [5].

The word “transgender” x is often used to describe someone who feels, thinks and behaves differently from their predetermined sex. Therefore transgender is not only refer to sexual orientation because gender differences can be classified as homosexual, heterosexual, pansexual, bisexual or asexual. There is significant difference between transgender and transsexual. A transgender is not always transexual because gender behavioural change does not always mean genital change. While transexual is part of transgender, because the behavioural and genital changes are completely change themselves due to discomfort [1]. Transexual itself is defined as deviant sexual behavior resulting in a gender disagreement in their mental state, commonly called psychosexual disorders. For example, a male physical body that have female nature and behavior. In some cases, they performing sex change operations to heal their soul. Unfortunately, that is not a proper solution but only for fulfilling an incorrect patient’s needs and lust [6].

To exactly define transgender, the terms are differentiate as gender difference. Thus, transgender divided into two categories namely:

- **Transmen**, a female born that identifies themselves a male.
- **Transwomen**, a male born that later identifies themselves a female [4].

Transgender is considered bring bad impact both to the old and young communities and generally defined as deviant behaviour. As a consequence, society feels uncomfortable with their existence and even does not want to live together with them due to bad stigma and influence. It is natural if the community tries to ban and restrict family members from interacting with transgenders [5]. Many transgenders that are experiencing identity search feel their body is not theirs. It causes them to perform genital surgery and be ready to accept nasty consequences and bad society stigma [4]. Indonesian who are not accepting them tend to denounce and discriminate transgender people. Article 1 paragraph 3 of Law No.39 of 1999 concerning Human Rights mentioned discrimination as restriction or exclusion directly or indirectly to human differences based on religion, race, ethnicity, ethnicity, group / class, social and economic status, language, politics, which have an impact on the storage, reduction, elimination of recognition, implementation of human rights with the existence of basic freedoms of life whether individual or whole in the political, economic, social, cultural, legal and other aspects of community life.

However, based on Law No.39/1999 concerning Human Rights, transgenders have limits on expressing and exploiting themselves in the public because in contrast with religious values, morals, security and public order. Article 70 of Law Number 39/1999 mentioned that every citizen who apply his rights and freedoms must comply with the limits set by law, with the aim of ensuring the recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of others and also for the fulfillment of demands that are fair in accordance with moral considerations, security and public
order. Article 73 of Law Number 39 Year 1999 mentioned that the rights and freedoms set out in the law can only be limited by law as a guarantee in the recognition and respect for human rights, along with the basic freedoms of others, public order, decency and national certainty [7].

Difference sex cannot be a reason to being unfair to certain gender. Changes in people’s culture so quickly lead to tolerance of all positive or negative actions, but not as a criminal law. People who have tolerance tend to easily accept new things and are able to encourage society socio-cultural change. For example, transvestites as minority groups often receive discrimination, harassment or verbal abuse. Society with humanity values should not perform that action because it is increasing their deterioration and it leads to self-blaming.

2 Transgender in Current Indonesian Legal Perspective

In Pure Theory of Law, Hans Kelsen mentioned that humans who live together are marked by an institution establishment that regulates life together named “order”. Living together with the individual itself is a biological phenomenon. With regulations in place, it turns into a social phenomenon. Humans who live together have a social order that functions as carriers of certain behaviors collectively from individuals, then encourage them to react positively or negatively. This order arises from complex rules which determine how individuals must behave in accordance with existing norms.

Hans Kelsen points out the characteristic differences derived from all legal arrangements and places them in religious and moral contexts. In every era, society and law are reflections derived from high social concepts. Therefore, it is necessary to show specific techniques to the community. The desired social action from the community can be obtained by the existence of forced regulations applied to deviant behavior [5].

In Indonesian law, transgenders are protected by human rights, as mandated on Article 1 paragraph (3) of Law Number 39 Year 1999 that order society and the state to recognize transgender community’s existence. Transgender groups have a basis and guidelines in determining their rights that are regulated in 1945 constitution article J, namely:

• Every citizen has an obligation to respect human rights both in the community, nation and state.
• In applying rights and freedoms, every citizen is obliged to obey restrictions in any form determined by law. Thus, recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of others are guaranteed. Fair and appropriate demands on moral considerations, religious values, security and order in a democratic society are also fulfilled [7].

Indonesia is a country that recognizes, respects and protects the existence of human rights. Human rights are regulated in chapter XA of the 1945 Constitution. Hierarchically the 1945 Constitution is the highest law used as a reference in making laws and regulations, therefore not a single Indonesian law does not recognize human rights existence. Besides, the country also recognizes 1948 UDHR which was used as international human rights research materials that is known worldwide.

Republic of Indonesia 1945 Constitution Amendment II assertively states that the right to security in Articles 28A-28I and also regulated in Article 30 of Law No.39/ 1999 concerning Human Rights. As written, “Every Indonesian citizen has the right to the sense of security and
comfort, along with freedom protection in doing something and threats of doing or undoing something”. Article 35 of Law No. 39/1999 also stated that every individual has the right to live within society rules or order and being a citizen safely and peacefully which fully respects, implements, protects human rights and its basic obligations as stipulated in this law.

In legal viewpoint, normal sexual acts cannot be criminalized as long as not harming others. Indonesian criminal law does not involve the term LGBT due to its psychological and medical terms. This action can only be classified as criminal conviction once crime occurred, or there is a causal relationship between sexual deviations with those crimes. Homosexuals that become criminals are regulated on Book 2 of the Criminal Code Chapter XIV Article 292 concerning Chastity Crime: “whoever is considered an adult that commits obscene acts with an immature person of the same sex and acknowledge by them or that are appropriate to be suspected of being immature are threatened with a sentence of five years imprisonment” [8].

In sexuality orientation, the existence of gender identity, sexual expression and gender must be in a straight line. The Indonesian Constitution views that human rights have restrictions that must not conflict with religious, moral, security and public order values. Indonesia which is based on Pancasila clearly states in the first principle "Ketuhanan Yang Maha Esa" (God the Almighty). Therefore, religion became the constitution guardian in realizing Indonesia's democratic life. Confirmed by Article 70 that stated “when exercising their rights and freedoms, each person is obliged to obey the predetermined limitations by the Act to guarantee recognition and respect based on the rights and freedoms of others and to fulfill all demands as fairly as possible in accordance with morals, security, and public order in a democratic society”.

If LBGT marriage are legalized, it will cause various problems i.e. decreases the birth rate because same-sex marriage cannot produce offspring. Article 1 Law No. 1/1974 concerning Marriage also mentioned that marriage related to the inner bond between man and woman as a husband and wife, which aims to form a happy and eternal family based on the hope of the Almighty God [9]. The intended marriage couple is a heterosexual couple in accordance with article 14 which states "to have a marriage, a prospective husband, wife, marriage guardian, two witnesses and ijab qabul are required". Article 15 paragraph 1 also explains "to obtain the benefit of a family and household, then marriage is only permitted and carried out for prospective brides who are considered to have reached the age specified in article 7 of Law No. 1/2014, a minimum of 19 years as a prospective husband and a minimum of 16 years for prospective wives. Article 16 paragraph 2 states that the bride and groom's approval in the form of a firm and real statement by writing, oral or gesture and silent means there is no explicit rejection. While in article 29 paragraph 3 states that the prospective bride or guardian who objected to the bridegroom, then the marriage contract (akad nikah) can not be implemented. Both articles mentioned clearly stated that the marriage partner is the bride and groom or heterosexual [8].

3 Transgender in Health Law Perspective

In general, transgender is a gender dysphoria or can be called gender identity disorder. They assume that their gender identity does not suit their biological sex. The American Psychiatric Association recognizes gender dysphoria as an anxiety condition toward their predetermined gender [6].
It should be underlined that this case is not a psychiatric disease. In some cases, gender dysphoria requires medical therapy. Studies in News Medical indicate that this condition is not only due to brain disharmony, but also caused by biological factors related to gender identity before they were born. In the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) book is written that a person cannot be declared as suffering gender dysphoria disorders unless they have shown some symptoms of a differentiation between the gender they believe in and the gender perceived by others. This condition must also run for at least 6 months. This belief lets a person feel that he should not be in a place with a certain gender [10].

WHO has alluded these health conditions in 2018 ICD-11, a new version of the International Disease sections. WHO stated that transgender is no longer a part of mental disorders. Previously, WHO had removed homosexuality from the international classification list of diseases since 1990. As previously reported from the independent WHO completely removed ICD-11 which will take effect on January 1, 2022, so the term gender identity disorder is changed into "gender mismatch" and listed under the chapter related to sexual health and it is no longer classified as mental disorder [11].

In the highest urge level, transgender will change their genitals to obtain full satisfaction as well as adjusting sense and determination of their true identity, so that they can be recognized as normal humans in general. Changes in a person's sex or known as transgender have been known since the development of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder (DSM) method. However, not everyone is able to perform genital change surgery. Based on professional medical opinion, if a person is willing to perform genital surgery they must follow the medical observational procedure in advance. Namely hormonal test, psychological test, personality test that must be done by an expert like psychiatrist, psychologist, genital surgeon, obstetrician and gynecologist. Once a person went through a genital surgery, that means the person already went through a procedural step determined by health experts.

DSM Method in medical science able to track some symptoms associated with discomfort and dissatisfaction in one body part, especially in the sexual anatomy. J. P. Chaplin also mentioned in his book, Dictionary of Psychology, that a person who experiences continuous mental shock for at least two years, has abnormal physical or genetic appearance and has mental disorders i.e. schizophrenia is experiencing psychotic symptoms. The characteristic features are including shut himself up, emotional and affective disorders and negativism behavior. Genital surgery is categorised under plastic surgery and regulated in law No.36 / 2009 concerning health [4].

There are three scopes of sexual orientation, including heterosexual, homosexual and bisexual. Sexual health is aimed at how individuals are able to build relationships and closeness to others and also how individuals are able to express themselves and enjoy love. The term heterosexual means channeling individual desires and emotions to other in reasonable way and considered normal. Transgender sexual orientation is appear because of their sexual orientation nature is different from the original gender and categorized as homosexual. Sometimes they are also called a transvestite, an individual who gains sexual, emotional and spiritual pleasure or satisfaction through gender attributes. Homosexuals and bisexuals are unhealthy sexual orientation that has a greater negative impact on physical and mental health i.e. drinking alcohol, drug abuse, depression and suicide attempts.
Lesbian and bisexual female are tend to experiencing complex life problems i.e. discrimination and abuse. Unfortunately they find difficulties in rearranging their life and solving their problems, so they easily feel stress and depression. Thus, they seek the solutions through smoking, drinking alcohol and using illegal drugs. Moreover, homosexuals and bisexuals are more vulnerable to contracting HIV or human immunodeficiency virus [12] and sexually transmitted infections or diseases [13]. Sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) is defined as diseases transmitted through one individual to another by sexual contact i.e. Gonorrhea, Syphilis, Herpes and HIV AIDS. Gonorrhea or kencing nanah is caused by gonococcus bacteria that infect reproductive organs and mucous membranes, eyes, anus and other organs. Syphilis or raja singa is caused by treponema pallidum microbe and infecting mucous membranes, anus, mouth, lips and tongue. This disease is transmitted through sexual contact as well as sharing goods with infected people such as towels, clothes, and syringes. The most dangerous STDs are HIV AIDS or Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome, started by a decreased human immune system [14].

4 Transgender in Indonesian Culture Perspective

In this research, it is assumed that secular and developed countries are more accepting LGBT community rather than developing one. Moreover in non-democratic countries, transgenders almost impossible to practice their rights. Nowadays transgender level is already in alarming number and already spread globally. Spreading of transgender started from pro-LGBT movements since long back. It gained support from the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948. As a developing country, Indonesia also applied human rights on its state philosophy, Pancasila. In interpreting Pancasila, deeper and continuous explanation is still needed, so that human rights can be better applied.

Based on CIA surveys, LGBT community in Indonesia is the fifth largest in the world after China, India, Europe and America. 26 million Facebook users in America are part of LGBT community while Indonesian LGBT is as much as 3 percent of the population, around 7.5 millions people. The United Nations in 2011 estimated there are around 3 million LGBT population uncovered. In 2012 the Ministry of Health released male homosexual (LSL) number as much as 1.095.970 and 5 percent (66.180) of them are infected by HIV. Surprising news from Thailand reported triple gay marriage. Joke, Belle and Art held their marriage on the valentine day, 14 February 2015. Their marriage picture in wedding dress became a global trending topic in social media [15].

Political bureaucracy reform and democracy considered as liberal process, thus transgender are able to expressing themselves in the public sphere, more over after the Reformation Era. Based on Indonesian history, in 1968 there is more positive term to describe homosexual person called “Wadam (Wanita Adam)”. Ali Sadikin as Governor of Jakarta facilitated this community by creating the first organization Himpunan Wadam Djakarta (HIWAD) in 1969. Then this term once again changed into “Waria (Wanita Pria)” in 1980 due to objections for the previous term in using the first Moslem Prophet name, Adam Alaihi Salam [2].

Waria’s social identity is obtained through cultural group involvement beyond the search process and education. Social identity is formed by ethnicity, race, class, gender and sexuality. Cultural identity includes the acceptance of tradition and learning, the existence of innate traits, language, religion and the existence of cultural heritage in society. The effort to be beautiful,
speaking gently like a woman, graceful and motherly characteristics, those are transgender effort to express themselves and get recognition from the society. So that they can embrace true identity psychologically by changing themselves biologically and construct the society to accept their existence.

Identity is important in this multicultural world, so that it becomes a central theme in the globalization era. Identity creates new history to the society and brings up a sense of belonging. Identity is always inherent in individuals or communities, and can be a key element in interacting at all levels of society. Psychology theories are explaining gender identity like psychoanalytic theory, social-learning theory and cognitive development. Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) in psychoanalytic theory explained the concept of gender identity formation in each individual and behavior is related to biological factors such as genes, evolution and anatomy [1].

Social-learning theory is naturally explained that different gender roles are the result of environmental demands and expectations. Gender identity itself is the result of society's patriarchal structure. This theory emphasizes social components, as well as culture developed from gender behavior and differences in parenting between women and men. Therefore, by applying reinforcement and imitating concepts, the children will be directed and filled in their respective gender roles. This reinforcement model can be realized well if parents play their role in parenting by giving toys, certain color clothes according to their gender or by giving gifts if they show good behavior and the use of special words for girls and boys [1].

While cognitive development theory emphasizes that interaction between the organism’s condition, its cognitive development, along with information on its cultural environment. The existence of a specific behavior towards one gender which behaves specifically is an interaction that exists between cognitive knowledge and information on the society’s cultural environment.

Sudikno Mertokusumo believes that: “in society there are several principles, namely religious principles which include revelations from God so that humans become servants of God who are always obedient and devoted, the principles of decency and politeness so that humans behave well, civilized, moral, and virtuous” [4]. Most of Indonesian transgender activists are prefer to adapt well to the current situation rather than changing prior social structure. Culturally they tend to improve creative thinking in solving obstacles, so that society can treat transgenders equally. There are several factors influencing transgender spreading in Indonesia:

- Internal factors
  - Family: lack of communication and interaction between family members may cause discomfort and push them to act deviant.
  - Moral and behavior factors: transgender is formed from the deviation of society’s decency norms as well as wane of social control. Namely sexual stimulation exposure, faded religious faith, lack of self-control and lust.
  - Lack of religion understanding: this factor plays huge role since being transgender is violating God’s concept of natural human creation and God only allow heterosexual partnership. Religion can be internal factor that influence homosexuality as an ideal defense to educate themselves about rights and wrongs.
  - Financial needs: being transgender does not necessarily means limited job offer and cannot be a reason to do inappropriate job.
- External factors:
- Social factors
Environment
Education
International movement

Puspitosari (2005) in Nurdelia, Jasruddin, and Daud 2015 mentioned factors influencing transgenders transformation, namely biological factors which influenced by sexual and genetic hormones, psychological and socio-cultural factors including parenting in their environment.

Some people in society may understand the reason behind transgenders choice, accepting them as part of society and being friendly with them. Usually those people have broad insight and are highly educated, so they are able to interact with transgender [16]. Unfortunately general society tends to reject them due to discomfort. That is why transgenders often experience scorn, ridicule, violence and exclusion from the community [17]. Particularly for Moslem transgenders that experience trouble in creating Identity Card, limitation in using public facilities and difficulties in finding a proper job.

5 Conclusion

Transgender is a behavior that is considered deviate and violate human nature that has been given by God. In law perspective, transgender is protected by human rights, written on Article 30, Article 1 paragraph (3) and Article 35 of Law No.39 of 1999. These Articles are related to the transgender rights to be recognized by the community. In addition, transgender people also have a legal protection basis based on 1999 Law Article J. However, that human rights law is also restricted in articles 70 and 73 of Law Number 39 of 1999.

Transgenders also claimed as homosexual or bisexual that has negative impacts on health. Relationships made by transgender or LGBT people are prone to cause illness among themselves. For example, sharing syringes, towels and clothes, as well as sexual relations with same sex which causing sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) and HIV-AIDS. STDs itself may cause various illnesses namely gonorrhea and syphilis.

Started from 2022 WHO will classify transgender as gender mismatches and removing current term which was previously referred to gender identity disorder. Nevertheless, gender identity disorder is a psychological and medical disease which is infecting people worldwide and in Indonesia particularly. Transgender percentage in Indonesia reach almost 3% of the total population and become the fifth largest in the world.

Indonesian society considers transgender as sexual deviant behavior and can have a negative impact on social, religious and norms. Therefore, the society tend to stay away from transgender to avoid contamination from their behaviour. Majority of Indonesian people assume transgender as a transsexual.

Although most people do not acknowledge their existence, transgender people are not discouraged and always try to make their existence recognized, even though they know that their nature is deviant and in terms of health it is also dangerous, but all of that is broken by the urge in themselves that they are human trapped in the genitals in their bodies. Because the different feelings in the reception of his genitals that are considered wrong causes him difficulties in various things.
Transgender problems begin with identity Card (KTP), limitation in using public facilities, difficulties in carrying out worship (especially Muslims) and often get scorn, ridicule, violence as well as discrimination from various groups.
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